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Red Rose
Series 1 Quiz 3 (2022)

1. After receiving the phone call from Jacob, without using speech, Jaya signs for the group to switch
off their smartphones and disconnect the router. What does she hand out so the group can
communicate safely?

2. While Jaya works on Jacob's codes, whose house do the friends stay at?

3. When the group have dinner together, who do they toast?

4. Which two unlikely friends become very close, who the rest of the group believe will become an item
as the series progresses?

5. Whilst staying together at Taz's house, the doorbell rings twice. The first time, it is two elders at the
door. Who is at the door on the second ring and who sent them?

6. Who does Jaya believe to be Red Rose after Wren gets in a car with him?

7. After Simon falls of the roof, a man is seen watching the entire incident on his computer screen. A
woman calls out to the man, what game does the man tell the woman he is finishing up?

8. Wren has a dream about Simon strangling her in what?

9. On Results Day, Taz surprises Ashley with tickets for where?

10. Wren and Rick spend time together at which seaside resort?

11. What does Rick tell Wren he does not deserve to be called?

12. Who does Wren see looking at Roche's results, who said 'she did amazing'?
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Quizmaster Answers
1. Regular mobile phone (basic phones)
2. Taz
3. Roche
4. Taz and Ashley
5. A group of people for a party sent by Red Rose
6. Simon

7. Simon Says
8. Bathtub
9. Paris
10. Blackpool
11. Dad
12. Vinny
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